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h i g h l i g h t s
� Properties of tubular SOFC were improved by LSCFeGDC cathode and GDC interlayer.
� The fabrication was improved by carefully monitoring formulation and sintering.
� An LSCF cathode had a power density 44% greater than an LSM cathode.
� Drop in ASR value of LSCF cathode was >30% compared to that of LSM cathode.
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a b s t r a c t

The effects of the GDCeLSCF (Ce0.8Gd0.2O0�deLa0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3�d) cathode layer and the GDC inter-
layer on the electrochemical performance of the ScSZ (Zr0.8Sc0.2O2�d) electrolyte supported (z270 mm)
micro-tubular SOFC cells are investigated in this study. Material formulation and sintering profile for
fabricating the micro-tubular SOFC cells are developed to avoid physical defects caused by the large
sintering shrinkage mismatch among the layers. Cell B (with the LSCFeGDC composite cathode layer and
the GDC interlayer) reports an ohmic resistance slightly higher than that of Cell A (with the GDC
eLa0.8Sr0.2MnO3�d, i.e. LSM, composite cathode), while its polarization resistance emerges to be signif-
icantly smaller than that of Cell A. In terms of cell performance, Cell B demonstrates an OCV value
(>1.07 V) similar to that of Cell A and a maximum power density (0.26 W cm�2) 44.4% greater than that
of Cell A (0.17 W cm�2) at 850 �C. It can thus be concluded that using the LSCFeGDC composite-cathode
layer and inserting the GDC interlayer help reduce the total cell impedance, thereby improving the power
density of the tubular cells.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) has attracted worldwide interest
with its promising commercialization potential thanks to major
advantages like high energy conversion efficiency, structural
integrity, fuel flexibility, and non-reliance on noble metals of its
electrodes [1,2]. To date, planar and tubular designs remain the two
most common SOFC configurations. Compared to their planar
counterparts, tubular SOFCs are known for superb thermal resis-
tance, secure sealing, solid mechanical strength, rapid heat cycling,
and stable performance. The drawbacks, on the other hand, are
smaller current density and complex fabrication process [1,3e5].
Considerable efforts have accordingly been invested to reduce cell
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size and fabricate anode-supported SOFCs with thin electrolytes for
raising volumetric power density [6e10]. However, anode-
supported tubular SOFCs have often encountered mechanical fail-
ure during operation mainly due to the large volume change
(around 40 vol.%) of the anode during the reduction and re-
oxidation cycles, which may easily crack the thin electrolyte layer
and delaminate between the electrode and electrolyte to decrease
the cell open circuit voltage (OCV) [11e16].

Usingextrusion anddip-coating to prepare electrolyte-supported
micro-tubularSOFCs (T-SOFCs), aprevious study foundtheNiO/NiOe
ScSZ/ScSZ/GDCeLSMcell exhibitingfineflexural strength (190MPa),
and the micro-tubular SOFCs, after thermal recycling, showed no
delamination and retained good mechanical integrity [17]. Yet, the
maximumpower density (MPD) of themicro-tubular SOFCs reached
only 0.23 W cm�2 at 900 �C due to the cells’ high ohmic and polari-
zation resistances. The ohmic resistance can be reduced by using
Ce0.8Gd0.2O0�d (GDC) and La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.8Mg0.2O3�d (LSGM) as the
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electrolyte, which further helps lower the operating temperature
[18]. However, the cell performance may be degraded by the
impaired mechanical strength or the electronic conduction in the
electrolyte. It was shown that the Ce4þ ions could be reduced to Ce3þ

ions under a reducing atmosphere, thereby causing some electronic
conduction in theelectrolyte and resulting inOCVdrop [19]. Thehigh
polarization resistance could be reduced by using a single-phase
mixed ionic and electronic conductor (MIEC), such as
La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3�d (LSCF), to extend the triple-phase boundary
(TPB) into thewhole cathode. Unfortunately, LSCFmay reactwith the
ZrO2-based electrolyte over 900 �C, leading to the formation of the
performance-degrading SrZrO3 and La2Zr2O7 compounds [20e23].

In this study, electrolyte-supported micro T-SOFCs using ScSZ
electrolyte and LSCF cathode were fabricated by extrusion and dip-
coating. To improve the chemical compatibility between ScSZ and
LSCF, a GDC interlayer was inserted between the electrolyte and
cathode layers of the NiO/NiOeScSZ/ScSZ/GDCeLSCF cells [23,24].
The extruded green ScSZ tubes were pre-sintered at 1100 �C and the
anode dip-coated onto the inner surfaces of the electrolyte tubes
and then sintered at 1400 �C. A NiO current collector layer and a
GDC interlayer were then coated respectively onto the inner and
outer surfaces of the microtubes before co-sintering at 1350 �C. The
fired microtubes consisting of an anode layer, an electrolyte layer,
and an interlayer were subsequently dip-coated with the GDC/LSCF
cathode and fired at 1200 �C. The NiO/NiOeScSZ/ScSZ/GDC/GDCe
LSCF micro T-SOFCs were built and characterized through micro-
structural and electrochemical performance studies. The study
further investigated and compared the electrochemical perfor-
mance of the ScSZ-supported micro T-SOFCs using LSCF as the
cathode with the electrochemical performance of those with an
LSM cathode.

2. Experimental

Fig. 1 presents the schematic drawing of the electrolyte-
supported micro T-SOFCs with La0.8Sr0.2MnO3�d (LSM) and
La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3�d (LSCF) cathodes. The two designs of microT-
SOFCs used the same half-cell micro-tubes incorporating a
Zr0.8Sc0.2O2�d (ScSZ) electrolyte tube and a two-layer anode
comprising an anode functional layer (AFL) of NiOeScSZ composite
(60 vol.%:40 vol.%) and a current collector layer (outer layer) of pure
NiO. For the two designs, Cell A used a Ce0.8Gd0.2O2�d (GDC)eLSM
composite and Cell B a GDCeLSCF composite as the cathode layer. A
GDC interlayer was inserted between the ScSZ electrolyte tube and
Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the electrolyte-supported cell structure of micro T-SOFCs: (a) L
the GDCeLSCF cathode layer in Cell B to prevent the formation of
SrZrO3 and La2Zr2O7.

Commercially available raw Zr0.8Sc0.2O2�d (ScSZ; d50 ¼ 0.09 mm;
Fuel Cell Materials) was mixed with binder (Methyl cellulose, MC,
Tsair Yu Technology), lubricant (Oil, Tsair Yu Technology, Taiwan),
surfactant, and D.I. water. The mixtures were extruded into the
micro-tubes with an in-house designed die (diameter ¼ 5 mm).
After cutting and drying, the green ScSZ tubes were pre-sintered at
1100 �C. The inner surfaces of the electrolyte tubes were then dip-
coated with a NiO (Fuel Cell Materials, d50 ¼ 0.8 mm)-ScSZ slurry
and then co-fired at 1400 �C. For the preparation of Cell A, the
current collector layer of NiO was dip-coated onto the surfaces of
the anode functional layer of NiOeScSZ and subsequently sintered
at 1350 �C. The GDCeLSM (20 vol.%:80 vol.%) cathode layer were
then dip-coated onto the outer surfaces of the half-cells of the
electrolyte-anode micro-tubes in a suspension composed of GDC
(Fuel Cell Materials; d50 ¼ 0.09 mm) and LSM (Fuel Cell Materials;
d50 ¼ 1.19 mm) powders, and then post-fired at 1100 �C for 2 h. For
the preparation of Cell B, the GDC interlayer was first dip-coated on
the outer surfaces of the electrolyte micro-tubes with a green NiO
layer in a GDC suspension and then co-sintered at 1350 �C. Finally,
the GDCeLSCF (20 vol.%:80 vol.%) cathode were dip-coated onto
the surfaces of the GDC interlayer in a GDCeLSCF (Fuel Cell Mate-
rials; d50 ¼ 0.99 mm) suspension and then post-fired at 1200 �C.
Details of the cell preparation are presented elsewhere [18]. In or-
der to evaluate the sintering shrinkage mismatch with respect to
temperature for the GDC interlayer and the NiO coated on ScSZ
electrolyte tube, dilatometric analysis on the green NiO, green GDC
and pre-sintered ScSZ compacts was performed, using a dilatom-
eter (NETZSCH DIL 402C) in air and at a heating rate of 5 �C min�1.
The fired ScSZ compact was pre-sintered at 1400 �C for 2 h.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Joel JSM-6510LV) associ-
ated with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS, INCA X-ACT) was
used to conduct chemical analysis and examine themicrostructures
of the fracture surfaces. The electrochemical performances of the
micro T-SOFCs were evaluated using an in-house designed setup.
Ag wire and Ni foamwere respectively used as cathode and current
collector. The micro T-SOFCs were mounted to an alumina tube
with hydrogen flowing inside using a sealant (Aremco products,
Zirconia 885). The anode was first reduced in H2 at 700 �C for 1 h.
The cell voltage and the power density as a function of cell current
density were determined using a potentiostatic instrument (Jiehan
ECW-5000) at 800e900 �C at intervals of 50 �C. The impedance
analysis was measured by an electrochemical impedance analyzer
SMeGDC/ScSZ/NiOeScSZ/NiO (Cell A); (b) LSCFeGDC/GDC/ScSZ/NiOeScSZ/NiO (Cell B).



Fig. 3. Dilatometric analysis of the green GDC, green NiO, and pre-sintered ScSZ
compacts at a heating rate of 5 �C min�1.
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(Jiehan IMS-3522Z) in the frequency range of 0.1e104 Hz. The
electrochemical impedance analysis and the measurement of cell
performances were performed on three samples each for Cell A and
Cell B. It was found that the measurements were very reproducible
and the deviations of the results appeared to be less than 5%.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 outlines the cell structure of the micro T-SOFCs prepared
by this study. To prevent the occurrence of physical defects such as
delamination, cracks, pores, and voids in the electrolyte-supported
microT-SOFC cells, the formulation of the electrolyte pastes and the
anode and cathode slurries, the tube extrusion and the slurry
coating processes, and the firing profiles were carefully monitored
[17]. The ScSZ tubes were pre-sintered at 1100 �C before subsequent
coating of the anode and cathode onto the inner and outer surfaces
of the electrolyte tubes. The firing shrinkage of the electrolyte
microtubes was measured to be approximately 26%. The dimension
of the fired microtubes used for mechanical support read 20 mm in
length and 3.2 mm and 3.7 mm in inner and outer diameters
respectively. The maximum flexural strength of the fired micro-
tubes reached approximately 190 MPa, indicating a mechanical
strength robust enough in a common operating environment. Cell
A, adopting the same design as the one presented in a previous
study [18], was composed of a bilayer anode of NiO/NiOeScSZ, an
electrolyte layer of ScSZ, and a composite cathode layer of GDCe
LSCF. Different from Cell A, Cell B used a cathode layer of GDCeLSCF
and incorporated an additional interlayer of GDC inserted between
the electrolyte layer and the cathode layer to inhibit the chemical
reaction between LSCF and ScSZ [25]. Fig. 2 displays the appear-
ances of the micro T-SOFCs prepared in this study. The anode was
fully covered on the inner surface of the electrolyte microtube,
while the cathodewas coated over the center portion of the outside
surface of the microtube with a length of 5 mm, representing an
effective cell area of 0.58 cm2.

As indicated by Fig. 3 that shows the dilatometric results of the
green GDC, green NiO, and pre-sintered ScSZ compacts at a heating
rate of 5 �C min�1, at low temperatures, all three samples experi-
enced a slight increase in dimension caused by thermal expansion
Fig. 2. Images of the micro-tubular SOFC: (a) ScSZ tube pre-sintered at 1100 �C; (b)
ScSZ/NiOeScSZ half-cell substrate; (c) LSCFeGDC/GDC/ScSZ/NiOeScSZ/NiO micro T-
SOFC.
of the ceramics. The GDC compact started to densify at 925 �C, and a
total shrinkage of 6.9% was observed as the temperature reached
1400 �C. The NiO compact started to shrink at 525 �C, and the
densification finished at approximately 1400 �C with a total
shrinkage close to 16.5%. Shrinkage, however, appeared to be
negligible for the ScSZ compact pre-sintered at 1400 �C. During the
sintering process of the green NiO and GDC layers respectively
coated on the inner and outer surfaces of the pre-sintered ScSZ
tubes, the pre-sintered ScSZ tubes were expected to show a typical
behavior in constraint sintering: exerting a tension force on the
GDC and NiO layers when they started to densify. At the sintering
temperature of 1400 �C, scaling chip of the NiO layer and axial
cracking in the GDC interlayer were detected due to the large
shrinkage mismatch. As the sintering temperature declined to
1350 �C, no physical defect on the tubular structure was observed
and good mechanical integrity of the microtubes was obtained,
which allowed the subsequent coating of the GDCeLSCF cathode
layer to be continued.

The SEM microstructures of Cell A can be found in a previous
paper [18]. Fig. 4 presents the SEMmicrographs of the cross-section
of Cell B and the anode microstructure before and after electro-
chemical measurement. It was observed that the ScSZ electrolyte
layer with a thickness of approximately 270 mmwas crack free and
revealed a dense structure. The interfaces between the electrolyte
and electrodes displayed neither discontinuity nor delamination.
Compared to its status before the electrochemical measurement
[Fig. 4(b)], the anode layer showed a more porous microstructure
after the electrochemical measurement [Fig. 4(c)], mainly due to
the reduction of NiO to Ni. Similar findings were observed in Cell A.
The composition of the anode functional layer, consisting of
60 vol.% NiO and 40 vol.% ScSZ composite, was optimized to display
a thermal expansion matching with nearby components and to
increase the triple phase boundary (TPB) [26,27]. The thickness of
the anode functional layer read 15 mm and showed no notable
change after the electrochemical measurement, while the current
collector layer (NiO) shrunk from 15 to 10 mm. It indicated that the
electrolyte-supportedmicroT-SOFCs with a thin anodewas capable
of reducing volume variation due to the reductioneoxidation pro-
cess during the operation and thus preventing crack formation. This
benefit of electrolyte-supported micro T-SOFCs is absent in anode-
supported micro T-SOFCs, which are more susceptible to failure
caused by crack formation.

Fig. 5 shows the cross-section SEM micrograph and EDS chem-
ical analysis across the cathode-electrolyte interface of Cell B after



Fig. 4. SEMmicrographs of (a) the cross-section of Cell B and the anode microstructure
(b) before and (c) after electrochemical measurement.

Fig. 5. (a) Cross-section SEM micrograph and (b) EDS chemical analysis across the
cathodeeelectrolyte interface of Cell B after electrochemical measurement at 900 �C.
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the electrochemical measurement at 900 �C. The thicknesses of the
cathode layer and the interlayer were approximately 40 and 8 mm
respectively. The interlayer (GDC) sintered at 1350 �C displayed a
porous microstructure and remained firmly attached to the ScSZ
electrolyte layer. The porous nature of the GDC interlayer was
consistent with similar observations reported in the literature [23e
25]. Obtaining a dense GDC interlayer requires a higher sintering
temperature of 1500 �C at which severe solid-state reaction occurs
between YSZ and GDC [25,28]. According to the EDS result
[Fig. 5(b)], no interfacial reaction zonewas present; also absent was
the inter-diffusion of the Sr and La elements across the interface.
Inserting the GDC interlayer thus appeared to successfully impede
any chemical interaction between the LSCF cathode and the ScSZ
substrate, without inducing any physical defects in cell structure.

Fig. 6 presents the impedance spectra of Cell A and Cell B at 800,
850, and 900 �C, and Table 1 lists the values of ohmic resistance (Ro)
obtained from the highest frequency intercept of the impedance
spectra and the polarization resistance of the electrode (Rp)
determined from the distance between the intercepts of the lowest
and the highest frequencies of the impedance spectra. The Ro of the
cell includes the resistive contributions of the electrolyte, the two
electrodes, the current collectors, and the lead wires. The Rp in-
volves concentration polarization (mass-transfer or gas diffusion
polarization) resistance and the effective interfacial polarization
resistance associated with the electrochemical reactions at the
electrodeeelectrolyte interface. For Cell A containing an LSMeGDC
composite cathode, the ohmic resistances appeared to be 0.66, 0.56,
and 0.53 U cm2 and the polarization resistances 3.40, 2.14, and
1.40 U cm2 respectively at 800, 850, and 900 �C. For Cell B con-
taining an LSCFeGDC composite cathode and a GDC interlayer
inserted between the electrolyte and the cathode, the ohmic re-
sistances and the polarization resistances emerged to be 0.85, 0.75,
and 0.64 U cm2 and 1.55, 1.10, and 0.82 U cm2 respectively at 800,
850, and 900 �C. When compared with Cell A, Cell B revealed at all
temperatures apparently higher ohmic resistances but much lower
polarization resistances. The additional interface generated by the
inserted GDC layer, the porous nature of the GDC interlayer, and the
slightly larger thickness of ScSz electrolyte layer (210 and 270 mm
respectively for Cell A and Cell B) triggered the higher ohmic
resistance of Cell B. On the other hand, using the LSCFeGDC com-
posite cathode lowered the polarization resistance because,
compared to the electronic conductor of LSM, LSCF as a mixed ionic
and electronic conductor reports a greater electrical conductivity
and higher surface oxygen exchange coefficients and oxide-ion
diffusivities [22,29]. The mixed ioniceelectronic conducting oxide
of LSCF also offered more TPB as compared to LSM, even though
composite cathodes were adopted in both cases. The decrease in
polarization resistance associated with the use of LSCF was signif-
icant enough to compensate the increase in ohmic resistance due to
the insertion of the GDC interlayer. Overall, the total resistances of
Cell B at all temperatures were lower than those of Cell A.



Fig. 6. Impedance spectra of (a) Cell A and (b) Cell B containing interlayer of GDC at
800, 850, and 900 �C.

Fig. 7. IeV curves and the corresponding power densities of (a) Cell B at different
temperatures and (b) Cell B at 850 �C as compared with those of Cell A.
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In Fig. 7, the IeV curves and the corresponding power densities
of Cell B at 800, 850, and 900 �C are presented and compared with
those of Cell A at 850 �C. The area specific resistance (ASR) values, as
calculated from the initial slope of the IeV curve [30], are listed in
Table 1. The calculated ASR values at different temperatures were
pretty close to the values of total resistance (Rt ¼ Ro þ Rp). The OCV
(open circuit voltage) values of Cell B at different temperatures
shown in Fig. 7(a) appeared to be higher than 1.07 V and close to the
theoretical value (1.1 V) calculated from the Nernst equation [31],
suggesting negligible gas leakage during measurement and testi-
fying to the fine quality of the micro T-SOFCs with a dense and
crack-free electrolyte. The maximum power densities (MPDs) of
Table 1
The ohmic resistance (Ro), polarization resistance (Rp), and area specific resistance
(ASR) values of Cell A and Cell B obtained from the impedance spectra shown in
Fig. 6.

Sample Temperature (�C) Ro (U cm2) Rp (U cm2) ASR (U cm2)

Cell A 800 0.66 3.40 4.16
850 0.56 2.14 2.85
900 0.53 1.40 2.08

Cell B 800 0.85 1.55 2.41
850 0.75 1.10 1.86
900 0.64 0.82 1.47
Cell B declined with decreasing operating temperature and
emerged to be 0.21, 0.26, and 0.32 W cm�2 at 800, 850, and 900 �C
respectively. Compared with the performance of Cell A at 850 �C
documented in a previous paper [18], Cell B reported similar OCV
values but an obviously greater MPD (0.26W cm�2 vs. 0.17W cm�2)
as shown in Fig. 7(b). The 40% increase in the MPD of Cell B was
attributed to the significantly lower ASR and, by extension, polar-
ization resistance value. These MPD values are superior to those of
the YSZ electrolyte-supported SOFCs reported in the literature [32]
and comparable to that (0.26 W cm�2) of a planar type YSZ
electrolyte-supported SOFC [33].

It can be concluded that inserting the GDC interlayer between
the ScSZ electrolyte layer and the LSCFeGDC composite cathode
layer is a viable approach for reducing the total cell impedance and
thus improve the power density of the tubular cells, if the sintering
temperature is low enough to inhibit the chemical interaction be-
tween the ScSZ and GDC layers. Further enhancement on the
electrochemical performance of the tubular cell might be achieved
by thinning the ScSZ electrolyte tube to an extent that it remains
robust enough to support the mechanical integrity of the cell. In the
planar configuration, though anode-supported SOFCs may benefit
from higher power density as a result of the thinned electrolyte
layer, electrolyte-supported SOFCs remain the better option in the
present SOFC industry for reliability concern since it can minimize
the volume change and prevent the formation of defects caused by
the reduction/oxidation of Ni during operation. In the tubular
configuration, the problems associated with the reduction/oxida-
tion of Ni, notably those related to volume change and stress
development, are likely to be more serious and detrimental to the
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reliability of the SOFCs. More vigorous R&D efforts are thus needed
to further improve the reliability and performance of electrolyte-
supported tubular SOFCs in the future.

4. Conclusion

Two types of micro-tubular SOFC cells were fabricated in this
study: NiO/NiOeScSZ/ScSZ/GDCeLSM and NiO/NiOeScSZ/ScSZ/
GDC/GDCeLSCF, designated respectively as Cell A and Cell B. The
effects of a GDC interlayer and the associated GDCeLSCF cathode
layer on the fabrication techniques and the electrochemical per-
formance of the micro-tubular SOFC cells were investigated. The
material formulation and sintering profile of the micro-tubular
SOFC cells were carefully monitored to avoid the emergence of
physical defects caused by the large sintering shrinkage mismatch
among the layers. Compared with Cell A, Cell B reported a slightly
higher ohmic resistance (0.75 U cm2 vs. 0.56U cm2) and a signifi-
cantly smaller polarization resistance (1.10 U cm2 vs. 2.14 U cm2) at
850 �C. Both Cell A and Cell B showed similar OCV values (>1.07 V)
but the MPD of the latter (0.26 W cm�2) emerged to be much
higher than that of the former (0.17 W cm�2) at 850 �C. Insertion of
the GDC interlayer and the use of the LSCFeGDC composite-
cathode layer appeared to be capable of effectively improving the
cell performance of the tubular SOFC cells.
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